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Executive summary 
 
This document describes the approach and results of the user requirement analysis for the Vegetation 
Parameters project of the ESA Climate Change Initiative (CCI). The project focusses on obtaining 
climate data records (CDR) of leaf area index (LAI) and fraction of absorbed photosynthetic radiation 
(FAPAR). The aim is to develop these data products to support research into the dynamic role of 
vegetation in the Earth's climate. 
 
The user requirement study aims at maintaining a sustained dialogue with the end-user community. 
Through a literature review, participation in meetings, a survey and 11 detailed interviews in Months 
1-6, users and applications have been identified, GCOS-200 requirements further specified, 
bottlenecks in existing products identified, and priorities and, recommendations for algorithm 
development and validation formulated. 
 
The applications include climate reanalysis, phenology, the study of extreme events, land surface 
model development and intercomparison, local field studies, and early warning services. The user 
feedback revealed the strength and limitations of current data products in terms of consistency, 
quality, temporal and spatial resolution. An evaluation of the requirements resulted in a list of 
priorities for the project: 
 
1. Provide transparency of the processing chain through documentation and ancillary data 
2. Ensure physical consistency between LAI and FAPAR 
3. Account for snow and soil effects 
4. Compare with existing data products of LAI and FAPAR. 
5. Derive sensor-independent products. 
6. Consider clumping of the vegetation 
7.Achieve a temporal resolution better than 10 days. 
8. Retrieve of pigment content and green FAPAR 
9. Assess consistency with other data products, such as land cover, burnt area. 
10. Provide forward simulated SIF 
 
 
In the following cycles, feedback will be obtained on the choices made during the project and on the 
quality and added value of the data products. Wider uptake and exploitation of vegetation ECV 
products will be stimulated. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background and scope of this document 
This document describes the approach and results of the user requirement analysis for the Vegetation 
Parameters project of the ESA Climate Change Initiative (CCI). The project focusses on obtaining 
climate data records (CDR) of leaf area index (LAI) and fraction of absorbed photosynthetic radiation 
(FAPAR). The aim is to develop these data products to support research into the dynamic role of 
vegetation in the Earth's climate. 
 
Several data products of FAPAR and LAI are available already, most of them derived through radiative 
transfer model inversions, with either land cover specific or a generalized model conceptualization 
and parameterization. These products diverge, not only in magnitude but also in their performance in 
representing variability in space and time. Understanding this variability is critical for most 
applications in climate science. The user requirement study serves to identify the bottlenecks and 
challenges, leading to a priorities of innovations that can be achieved throughout the project. 
 
The Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) programme has formulated high-level requirements for 
these and other essential climate variables (ECV) products in its Implementation Plan 2016, which will 
be updated in 2022. In this update, the differentiation in applications ‘for modelling’ and ‘for 
adaptation’ will be abandoned, and the requirements for modelling application will be guiding.In the 
user requirement study, these general requirements have been discussed with users and further 
specified. This report presents the outcome of the requirement study, which serves as input to the 
algorithm development plan (ADP) and the Product Validation Plan (PVP). 
 
The overall objective of the user requirement study is to enhance the impact and relevance of the 
project through a sustained dialogue with the end-user community. More specifically, we aim to: 

1. Identify the users of products of LAI and FAPAR and the applications they use the data for 
2. Identify specific requirements for the products in the context of these applications 
3. Identify the key bottlenecks in existing data products 
4. Analyse the feasibility, technological gaps and identify priorities for innovation 
5. Obtain feedback on the choices made during the project 
6. Obtain feedback on the quality/ added value of the data products 
7. Stimulate wider uptake and exploitation of vegetation ECV products, and build confidence in 

the products among the user community 
 
The user requirement study is carried out throughout the project. Midway each of the tree cycles of 
the project, in 6 months into each year (M6, 18, 30), a version of the URD will be released. The current 
report (version 1.0) presents the results of the first iteration, in which objectives 1-4 are addressed. 
The consolidated user requirements are input to the ADP and an assessment of feasibility and 
innovation risks, eventually to the Product Validation and Algorithm Selection Report (PVASR). In the 
second and third iteration, objectives 2-4 are addressed in further detail (resulting in an update of the 
report), and objectives 5-7 are addressed as well. 
 
In this document we present the methodology (Chapter 2) and results (Chapter 3), which includes user 
requirements, recommendations and directions for innovation. 

  

https://gcos.wmo.int/en/gcos-implementation-plan
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1.2 Related documents 
 
Internal documents 
 

Reference ID Document 

ADP Algorithm Development Plan 

PVP Product Validation Plan 

PVASR Product Validation and Algorithm Selection Report 

 
 
External documents 
 

Reference ID Document 

GCOS-200 GCOS 2016 implementation plan 

 
 

1.3 General definitions 
 
The Fraction of Absorbed Photosynthetically Active Radiation (fAPAR) is defined as the fraction of 
Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR; solar radiation reaching the surface in the 400-700 nm 
spectral region) that is absorbed by a vegetation canopy [GCOS-200, 2016].  
 
The Leaf Area Index (LAI) is defined as the total one-sided area of all leaves in the canopy within a 
defined region, and is a non-dimensional quantity, although units of [m2/m2] are often quoted, as a 
reminder of its meaning [GCOS-200, 2016]. 
 

1.4 The background of GCOS requirements 
 
The Leaf Area Index (LAI) is defined as the total one-sided area of all leaves in the canopy within a 
defined region, and is a non-dimensional quantity, although units of [m2/m2] are often quoted, as a 
reminder of its meaning [GCOS-200, 2016].The background of GCOS requirements. 
 
FAPAR as property of the vegetation quantifies the process of light absorption, which is the first step 
in photosynthesis, the primary driver and energy source of all terrestrial metabolism. Satellite based 
estimates of FAPAR can provide insight into the carbon sink on land, and into land-atmosphere 
exchanges due to its strong coupling to the energy and water budgets of the Earth surface.  
 
LAI is important for climate research because it is a common state variable of Dynamic Global 
Vegetationmodel (DGVM) that simulate foliage growth with a model for the allocation of carbon 
assimilated through photosynthesis over root, shoot, stems and reproductive organs. Because the 
leaves and needles are responsible for light absorption through the pigments they contain, LAI is 
correlated to FAPAR, although such correlation may be weak or absent in cases where variations in 
leaf pigment content dominate (e.g., during senescence).  
 
Because LAI is related to the structure of vegetation, it varies on a longer time scale than 
photosynthesis. The typical time scale of significant variations of LAI in time is in the order of days. For 
FAPAR, sub-daily fluctuations are possible due to changes in leaf orientation and chloroplast 
movement, but these are relatively minor and such processes are usually not considered in land 

https://library.wmo.int/doc_num.php?explnum_id=3417
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surface models. Hence, the highest meaningful temporal resolution for present land surface models 
is 1 day. Table 1 shows the GCOS-200 requirements for FAPAR and LAI, and Figure 1 shows these 
requirements for several land surface ECV products graphically, along with the spatial and temporal 
dimensions at which the relevant land surface processes play a role. 
 
Long time series of FAPAR and LAI contribute to improved understanding of the biosphere. Data 
products of FAPAR and LAI have been used in land surface and carbon models, dynamic global 
vegetation models (DVGMs) in various applications.  
 

Table 1 GCOS-200 data requirements for FAPAR and LAI for climate modelling, with respect to space 
and time for the five applications mentioned in Section 3.1. 

 Frequency Resolution Uncertainty Stability per 
decade 

FAPAR 1d 200/500 m Max (10%; 0.05) Max (3%; 0.02) 
LAI 1d 250 m Max (10%; 0.05) Max (3%; 0.02) 

 
The implementation plan lists actions to operationalize the retrieval of FAPAR and LAI products 
gridded and at global resolution, specifically: 
 

- 10-day and monthly products at 5 km spatial resolution over time periods as long as possible; • 

- 10-day FAPAR and LAI products at 50 m spatial resolution; • 

- Daily products 

 
The daily products are intended for a for characterization of rapidly greening and senescing 
vegetation. This is particularly relevant in areas with strong seasonality and snowfall and snow melt, 
i.e. the higher latitudes, at which polar orbiting overpasses are relatively frequent. 
 
 

 
Figure 1 Time and spatial scales of applications in relation to land surface ECV products (GCOS-200) 
 
The specific requirements may vary per application. The use of LAI and FAPAR can be roughly divided 
into the following application areas. Users in each of these categories have been involved in the user 
requirement study: 
 

- Climate reanalysis, with an emphasis on data assimilation 
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- Development of Land Surface models, with emphasis on the handshaking between retrieved 
products and model state variables 

- Specific aspects of the vegetation response to weather/climate extremes such as 
precipitation and temperature anomalies, often working with flux tower data (ICOS or 
similar) besides satellite data 

- Development of monitoring and early warning services, with emphasis on near-real time 
availability, high spatial and temporal resolution. 

- Monitoring of phenology (start, peak and end of season) 
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2 Methodology 

2.1 User engagement 
 
The overall approach is to seize multiple opportunities for dialogue with the climate change modelling 
community throughout the project. The user requirement study is carried out in three iterations, 
corresponding to the three years of the project. 
 
The first year the focus is on the user requirements gathering (WP1.1), followed by an analysis of 
products by the users and gathering of user feedback (WP1.2). The user requirements are used in the 
ADP and the PVP (WP1.3). 
 
The user engagement activities in the first 6 months of the project consist of: 
- Obtaining an overview of user requirements, key issues, bottlenecks, and opportunities from the 
scientific literature  
- Sending out a survey to users of existing FAPAR and LAI products and potential users of the CCI 
products, by e-mail and social media. 
- Inviting lead scientists for an interview to complement the survey 
- Participation in a GCOS requirements meeting, CMUG meetings and online sub-group discussions.  
 
User engagement activities in the months 6-30 include: 
- Presentation of results and user engagement at relevant conferences and workshops 
- Critical user review of the datasets by the CRG and beta users 
- Potentially inviting key users to contribute to a review paper 
 
Iteration 1 (Months 1-6). 
 
In the first iteration, a survey was distributed among (lead) scientists in the field of climate and land 
surface modelling, followed by a 1-1 interview. The survey addressed applications and data 
consistency issues reported in the literature. The interviews followed the structure and included the 
topics of the survey but allowed for a more open discussion on requirements for specific applications, 
preferences, and user experiences with data products. In line with the first four objectives of the user 
requirement study, the survey questions addressed the questions: 
 
a) do we include all potential users: which scientific applications should the products target? 
b) which are the strengths and weaknesses of existing datasets in view of these applications? 
c) which are specific requirements for these applications? 
d) which are priorities for development? 
 
The survey was distributed among the network of the CRG and the team, the GCOS network, it was 
posted on the website and social media. In total, 25 scientists completed the survey (September 2022), 
and the survey will remain open, and 11 scientists have been interviewed. Although the sample is 
small, they represented the application domains mentioned in Section 1.4. The interviewed scientists 
have affiliations in Europe, Asia, and North America. The survey respondents had affiliations at 
universities (35%), research institutes (30%), companies (20%), government (10%) and space agencies 
(5%). Out of these, 70% is a regular user of data products of FAPAR and LAI, with the remaining 30% 
an occasional user (less than twice a year). 
 
The survey results do not provide statistically significant numerical outputs due to limited sampling 
size, representativeness of the respondents for the total user community, and differences in group 
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size of the research groups that were interviewed. Nevertheless, requirements and priorities that 
converge among members of the user community emerged. 

3 Results 

3.1 Applications 
 
A further specification of the applications and focal areas has been identified. Each of the applications 
poses different requirements on data quality, spatial and temporal resolution, time span, data latency 
and data access. 
 

1. Analysis and forecast of long-term (changes in) the carbon land sink and energy budget of 
the Earth. In these analyses the land surface is represented by dynamic global vegetation 
models (DGVM), such as LPJ, ORCHIDEE, JULES, SiB, CLM, which simulate processes in plant 
communities as a function of their physical environment: the meteorology, land cover and 
hydrology (Albergel et al., 2020; Fang et al., 2013.; Kaminski et al., 2012; Wu et al., 2018). LAI 
and/or FAPAR are state variables of these model, or state variable in these models are closely 
related to LAI and FAPAR. 

2. Analysis of feedback mechanisms involved in climatic and/or weather extremes, such as 
droughts. In these analyses, DGVM’s are commonly used as well, but the geographical area 
and time period of interest is different from application1 (Cammalleri et al., 2019; Nunes et 
al., 2012).   

3. Monitoring and early warning systems, such as Monitoring Agricultural ResourceS (MARS), 
focus on monitoring services for agriculture, yield prediction, fire risk with low data latency 
(Baruth et al.,2008). 

4. Analysis of phenology and anomalies therein, such as changes in start of season (SOS), peak 
of season (POS), and of season (EOS) or length of season (LOS), either carried out with sec 
vegetation indicators (indices or derived products) or supported with DGVM’s (Bórnez et al., 
2020; Macbean et al., 2015). 

5. Land surface model intercomparison, where LAI and FAPAR products serve as a benchmark 
(Lafont et al., 2012). 

6. Dedicated scientific studies in local study areas and at flux towers (e.g., ICOS, FLUXNET). These 
include research projects funded by (national) science organizations, and focus on improving 
process understanding, developing new measurement techniques, or calibration and 
validation of satellite data products and use of field experiments. Products of LAI and FAPAR 
are among the remote sending derived vegetation data products that are used in conjunction 
with field data (Balzarolo et al., 2015; Maes et al., 2020). 

 
In the use of the products in DGVM’s (applications 1, 2, and 4, 5), a distinction can be made between 
using the data for validation or as a sanity check of the model on the one hand, and data assimilation 
on the other hand. In the first case, the data are used independent of the model run. The comparison 
between model and measurement serves to identify discrepancies in the model simulation of spatial 
patterns, latitude, humidity and altitude gradients, anomalies, and (seasonal) periodicities, and 
identify possible shortcomings of models in representing observed vegetation responses. In the 
second case, the data of LAI and/or FAPAR used in a Bayesian framework to narrow the posterior 
ensemble of the model output (Bonan et al., 2020). 
 
In the following cycles of the project, we will make the products available to the community. Most 
users have expressed willingness to serve as beta-users. Preliminary datasets may only be used for 
validation or model intercomparison, while application in data assimilation requires a mature product 
due to the investment in computational resources and manpower in such exercise. 
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3.2 Existing products 
 
The users identified about a dozen of alternative products of LAI and FAPAR that they have used 
regularly or occasionally (Table 2). The most widely used products are MODIS15A, GEOV1 and GEOV2. 
In addition to global datasets, GEOLAND, GEOLAND2, THEIA and LSA-SAF products are also used (e.g. 
by EUMETSAT), and considered high-quality products, but these do not have global coverage. 
 
The most widely used LAI and FAPAR data sets are the MODIS based MCD15A2 products, which is 
based on lookup tables of radiative transfer models (Table 2). Biome specific (8 biomes) 
parametrizations are used in the design of the LUT, while an NDVI based empirical data product of LAI 
and FAPAR is provided as alternative. 
JRC-TIP is based on a two-stream, turbid medium radiative transfer model concept, albeit in two steps 
(estimation of spherical albedo, followed by retrieval of LAI and FAPAR). Because of the approach, a 
strong correlation exists between LAI and FAPAR, and the product uncertainties are not biome specific 
(Mota et al., 2021). 
Similarly, CYCLOPES is a radiative transfer model inversion of atmospherically corrected reflectance, 
using a trained neural network for inversion. Furthermore, CYCLOPES includes a simple correction of 
vegetation cover in the pixel, i.e., a LAI per unit of vegetation-covered area. The GCLS products 
(GEOv1,2,3) are blended products, a weighted MCD15A2 and CYCLOPES are used to train a neural 
network for retrievals from SPOT-VGT and PROBA-V (and Sentinel-3).  
Fang et al. (2014) concluded that MCD15A2 and GEOv1 are rather consistent. This can at least partly 
be explained by the dependence of these datasets, and MCD15A2 was used to train the NN retrieval 
from SPOT-VGT in GEOv1. 

Table 2 Existing datasets for LAI and FAPAR 

 % of survey 
respondent 
using this 
product 

# 
Publication
s using the 
product 
(WoS) 

Sensors  Method Clumpin
g 

Biome 
specific
i 

Reference 

MCD15A2H, 
LAI 

80 

1958 

MODIS 1 km / 8 d 3D RTM 
LUT/ 
biome 
specific 

 X (Knyazikhi
n et al., 
1998) 

MCD15A2H, 
FAPAR 

533 
MODIS 1 km/8 d   X  

CGLS (GEOv1-
3) 

 37 338 

SPOT-
VGT 

~1 km/ 
10 d 

NN 
calibration 
to MODIS 
and 
Cyclopes 

 * (Baret et 
al., 2013) 

GLASS-LAI  4 138 

MODIS/
AVHRR 

250 m / 
8d 

GRNN 
calibration 
to MODIS 
and 
Cyclopes 

X X Ma and 
Liang, 

(Ma & 
Liang, 
2022)202

2 

CYCLOPES - 99 
POLDER 1/112 

deg/ 10 d 
Clumping   (Baret et 

al., 2007) 

QA4ECV-LAI  10 78 

AVHRR 0.05deg/ 
1 d 

NN 
calibration 
to 
MCD15A2
H 

  (Franch et 
al., 2017) 
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JRC-FAPAR  15 35 
theSeaW
iFS 

2km/10d    (Gobron 
et al., 
2006) 

GLOBCARBON 
 

- 15 

AVHRR 0.05deg/ 
1 d 

NN 
calibration 
to 
MCD15A2
H 

 X (Plummer 
et al., 
2006) 

GLOBMAP - 26 
 0.5 km/ 8 

d 
  X (Liu et al., 

2012) 

JRC-TIP - 14 
MODIS 
MISR 

 Albedo / 
AD  

  (Pinty et 
al., 2011) 

MTLAI / LSA-
SAF LAI** 

 10 27 
MSG 
SEVIRI 

12/3km    (García-
Haro et 
al., 2019) 

C3S  40 6 

PROBA-V 10d/1km    (Blessing 
& 
Giering, 
2010) 

*inherited from MODIS 15 A, ** not global (incl. Africa, Europe, Brazil) 

 

The users consider the spatial resolution of the products (in most cases 1 km) as a strong point, 
although some users (3/10) consider the spatial resolution require higher resolution, notably users in 
the domains of monitoring, early warning, agriculture and specific research at flux tower sites. The 
accessibility of the data, the length of the time series are also strengths of most of the products. Some 
consider the consistency of the time series as a strength. 
 
The following bottlenecks of FAPAR and LAI products have been identified 
 
Inter-product diverges in terms of mean, standard deviation and seasonal cycle, and long-term trends 
(Fang et al., 2013; Mota et al., 2021), In some cases, the differences among data products of LAI and 
FAPAR is larger than the differences among time series of spectral indices (NDVI) derived from 
alternative sensors, which led some users decide to use NDVI time series as a qualitative signal instead 
of a data product of LAI and FAPAR. 
 
Discrepancies between the data products and field data of LAI and FAPAR. Scientists working in field 
research expressed most concerns with the correspondence with independent field data. For products 
that use a land-cover specific algorithm, the underlying land cover classification does not always match 
with reality. 
 
Documentation. Limited documentation and clear metadata pose limitations on the correct 
interpretation of the data in some cases. The metadata include explicit description of the underlying 
assumptions on leaf optical properties, canopy structure and representation of clumping, black or 
white sky FAPAR, definition of ancillary data (such as flags). 
 
Handshaking with the land surface models. While most users emphasize that the true rather than the 
effective LAI is required in the models, the exact use of FAPAR and LAI diverges among land surface 
models (JULES, ORCHIDEE, CLM, SiB). Some of these models use LAI as a variable in a simplified 
radiative transfer model to estimate photosynthesis. However, these model representations diverse 
among LSMs. For example, both JULES and ISBA include a representation of clumping, but these are 
not identical. To facilitate the use of the products, it is essential that the algorithm is transparent and 
that it is possible to achieve a handshake between the LSMs and the product. 
 
Temporal resolution 
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The decadal temporal resolution is the lowest limit for phenology studies. Gaps in the time series due 
to cloud cover and residual contamination by snow limit the applicability in phenology. 
 
Long term consistency 
The (dis)continuity between sequential satellite missions is a constraint for climate modelling. A 
specific example is a discontinuity in GEOV2 (but not in GEOV1) between SPOT-VGT and PROBA-V. In 
addition, degrading sensor sensitivity may play a role, but the magnitude is not known. 
 
Data latency 
For services and early warning systems, the data latency is a limitation. For these applications near-
real time data provision is necessary (latency of approximately 2 days). For other applications, a 
latency of 3 months is sufficient. The users would be interested in including 2021 and 2022 in the data 
sets of this project, in order to be able to analyse extreme events in those years. 
 

3.3 Requirements 
In  
Table 3, we summarize general requirements on temporal and spatial aspects of the data set.  
 

Table 3 Data requirements with respect to space and time for the five applications mentioned in Section 
3.1. 

 Time Space 

 Span Time step Latency Span Resolution 

Climate  Decades Monthly Years Global km-deg 

Weather 
Extremes 

Multiple years (multi-) daily ~3 months Regional 1000 m 

Phenology Multiple years (multi-) daily ~3 months Global 1000 m 

Monitoring 
services 

- (multi-) daily Near Real Time Regional 300 m 

Flux sites Multiple years (multi-) daily ~3 months Local, API access <300 m 

3.4 Priorities identified by users 
The users were confronted with a number of dilemmas, in which 100 points had to be distributed over 

pairs of requirements that are from a technical point of view difficult, if not impossible, to meet both 

at the same time: 

 

Length of the time series versus spatial resolution 

Due to the availability of satellite data, the length of the time series and the spatial resolution cannot 

be both maximized in the same dataset. While the preference obviously depends on the application 

(See Sections 3.1 and 3.2), the users who contributed to the survey prefer long and consistent (70/100) 

over spatial resolution. In terms of consistency, two aspects are most important: sensor dependence 

of the data set (long-term consistency), and scientific and retrieval consistency with other data 

products and between LAI and FAPAR. At least, it must be possible to trace differences among 

alternative LAI products to the underlying assumptions. 

 

Uncertainty versus temporal resolution 

Because the number of observations scales with the time window that is used in the retrieval, the 

uncertainty has a negative relationship with the time window. Most users prefer a higher temporal 
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resolution over a lower uncertainty. Furthermore, users interested in disturbances (abrupt events) 

prefer data that are not smoothed in time. 

 

Radiative transfer versus statistical and empirically based retrieval 

Concerning the algorithm, the majority of users have a preference for retrieval with a physically based 

model over retrieval with machine learning algorithms. However, this does not hold for all users. 

Concerns with radiative transfer models are the unrealistic representation of vegetation, and the low 

correlation with field measured equivalents of LAI and FAPAR, which may be considerably better with 

a well-trained statistical model (in addition to an RTM) such as GEOv1 or GLASS.  

 

3.5 User recommendations 
 

The users were requested to provide recommendations, in an field of the survey. The following 

recommendations have been provided: 

 

General 
- Absolute transparency about the algorithm and assumptions, especially on issues of clumping, 

white/black sky 
- Ensure physical consistency with definitions of these products used land surface models (and with 

other products) or document the product in such a way that land surface models can be adapted 

towards a more consistent (i.e., in terms of radiative transfer) coupling of state variables with the 

offered data products. 

- Carry out intercomparison experiments 

 

Algorithm 
- Consider the effect of the soil 

- De-couple effect of seasonally varying chlorophyll content and LAI on FAPAR, or provide a ‘green 

FAPAR’ product 

- If we use a land-cover specific algorithm, ensure consistency with CCI-Land Cover  

- Perform a correction for the effect of snow, which is in particular relevant at the start of the growing 

season. 

- Do not filter out potentially discontinuities in the time series that may be real (e.g., due to harvest or 

fire). 

- Strive for a product that is less dependent on the sensor.  

- The dependence of the FAPAR on the viewing and solar geometry is considered in the algorithm. 
Because of differences among LSMs, there may not be an ideal choice for all applications. It is 
therefore of great importance that the algorithm is well documented, and that it is designed such 
(including metadata) that it is possible to carry out transformations on the data afterwards to make 
them agree with the LSM. 

 

Validation 
- Test and document the consistency with other data products that are available, and the sensor 

dependence of the data set 

- Compare radiative transfer derived data to statistically and empirically derived values, in order to 

avoid a data product that does not represent the reality in the field. This is particularly relevant for 

biomes for which the radiative transfer model may not apply. 

 

Data access 
- Provide subsets at specific sites (e.g., FLUXNET), and an API for data access 
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3.6 Innovations 
 

The users have been requested to comment on and rate the importance of possible innovations. In 

the dialogue of the interviews, the other potential innovations have been discussed as well. 

 

All participants in the survey identified ‘accounting for clumping’ as at least of limited importance, and 

80% rated it as important or very important. Clumping affects the ratio between true and apparent 

LAI, where the latter is an effective optical LAI assuming complete vegetation cover in the footprint of 

the observation, which some of the current data products account for, such as MODIS15A2. Despite 

the importance, some users have expressed concerns with using clumping factors as they may further 

complicate the interpretation of the dataset, contribute to ill-posed retrievals, not be realistic enough, 

and not necessarily improve the consistency with the state variables of LAI and FAPAR in land surface 

models. 

 

Solutions for mixed pixels have been identified as important or very important by 67% of the 

respondents.  

 

Differentiation by pigments (e.g., chlorophyll) has been identified as important (27%) or very 

important (21%) by 48% 

 

Consistency of the algorithm with the radiative transfer of SIF used in the SCOPE model, or the 

possibility to include SIF in the retrieval has been identified as important (38%) and very important 

(11%) by 49%. 

 

Another innovative direction is the direct use of Level-1 satellite data in data assimilation with DGVMs. 

This makes it possible to avoid the step of using higher level satellite data such as LAI and FAPAR 

altogether. However, this development is still in an early stage, and the computational demands of 

radiative transfer models are prohibitive. 

 
Users identify the need for a differentiation between both black-sky and white-sky FAPAR, with a 
preference for ‘blue sky’ FAPAR product is needed that takes into account the fraction of diffuse and 
direct radiation. Land surface models may differ in radiative transfer representation (e.g., CLM, SiB, 
ORCHIDEE, ISBA and JULES). For example, ISBA makes use of a constant fraction of diffuse radiation 
and would benefit from a black and white sky FAPAR product, however, in the fraction of diffuse 
radiation is treated as a constant.  
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4 Priorities and feasibility for this project 
 
Priority 1. Provide transparency of the processing chain through documentation and ancillary data 
Feasibility: high 
Two requirements for reproducibility include clarity of the documentation and completeness of the 
ancillary data. The clarity of the algorithm description will be evaluated by collecting feedback from 
beta users in the user requirement study in cycles 2 and 3.  
Reproducibility of the algorithm also requires that we document ancillary data, for example the soil 
spectra and pigment contents that are retrieved along with LAI and FAPAR. While this is technically 
feasible and it requires very little additional computation power, it does require storage space. 
 
Priority 2. Ensure physical consistency between LAI and FAPAR 
Feasibility: high 
The physical consistency between LAI and FAPAR can be achieved by using an identical radiative 
transfer scheme for the retrieval of both. The algorithms initially proposed already qualify in this 
respect, and no additional development would be needed to meet this requirement. 
 
Priority 3. Account for snow and soil effects 
Feasibility: medium 
Accounting for soil background and snow cover is highly relevant for phenology studies, where 
accurate LAI and FAPAR retrievals are required at the beginning and the end of the growing season 
when the soil is partly exposed. Snow is also a state variable of some land surface models, and retrieval 
of (below canopy) snow cover can be of added value. A challenge is that the freedom of surface 
elements in the model parameterization lead to less constraint inversions if the number of 
independent observations is limited. The algorithm should strike the balance between well-constraint 
retrievals, and a right level of detail in describing the variability of soil and snow background spectra. 
 
Priority 4. Compare with existing data products of LAI and FAPAR. 
Feasibility: high 
Assessing the added value through intercomparison with available products in an essential component 
of the product evaluation: It will reveal inconsistencies that can be traced to their root causes (input 
data and/or algorithm). 
 
Priority 5. Derive sensor-independent products. 
Feasibility: medium 
Although the users stress the importance products that do not depend on the properties of the 
sensors, this can only be achieved partially. The availability of data will dictate how well the inversions 
are constraint. Furthermore, this project relies on available information on sensor degradation over 
the lifetime of the instruments. The sensor dependence can be reduced in two ways: by using a 
spectrally and (viewing) angularly continuous radiative transfer model, and (2) by assessing the 
influence of input data availability in overlapping periods. 
 
Priority 6. Consider clumping of the vegetation 
Feasibility: medium-low 
Users stress the importance of providing true LAI (i.e. comparable to field data) rather than effective 
LAI. Two scales of clumping can be identified: (1) at larger scale partial vegetation cover plays a role, 
where vegetation is distributed according to land cover within a pixel, and (2) the 3D structure of the 
vegetation in twigs and crowns. In both cases, a turbid medium representation would underestimate 
the true LAI. 
Accounting for clumping involves a number of challenges, notably: 
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(1) There is no consensus in the scientific community on the model to use, and the choice of a model may 
result in the loss of handshaking with specific vegetation models 

(2) Additional parameters are needed, and this results in the poorly constrained inversions. Coarse 
resolution data do not contain information that allow the differentiation of a lower fractional cover 
from a lower overall LAI. 

In theory, the second problem can be overcome by including information from higher spatial 
resolution, such as a land cover classification, possibly in combination with vegetation type specific 
radiative transfer models. However, this may compromise priorities 1 (reproducible and transparent 
algorithm) and 5 (sensor-independent algorithm) due to dependence on ancillary higher level data 
products as input. Alternatively, the magnitude of the problem can be investigated and tools for post 
processing of the data products could be provided that enable the smart use of the FAPAR and LAI 
products in combination with vegetation CCI land cover product. 
 
Priority 7. Achieve a temporal resolution better than 10 days. 
Feasibility: medium 
Achieving a temporal resolution better than 10 days is listed as GCOS action (T40), and a wish of users 
who focus on phenology. A physical limitation is the cloud cover, but a multi-sensor approach 
increases the chance of cloud-free images. A high temporal resolution is particularly relevant for 
higher latitudes, where snow and phenology indices (SOS, EOS) are important indicators, and luckily, 
the data availability of polar orbiters is higher at high latitudes. The compromise between a short time 
window for the retrieval window and the accuracy of the products needs to be investigated. 
 
Priority 8. Retrieval pigments and green FAPAR 
Feasibility: medium 
The interest in using chlorophyll and other pigments in land surface modelling (Croft et al., 2017; Luo 
et al., 2019). Technically, a physically based retrieval algorithm such as initially proposed for this 
project (OptiSAIL) can provide pigment concentrations with little additional computational effort, but 
it requires additional storage capacity.  
A challenge of retrieving such additional data product is to validate its accuracy at the spatial scale of 
the data products. However, it would be possible to (1) evaluate the products at smaller spatial scale, 
using data of dedicated field experiments in which TOC reflectance and pigment content were both 
measured, and (2) intercompare with products such as derived by (Croft et al., 2017). The retrieval of 
‘green FAPAR’, e.g. the FAPAR of Chlorophyll only, can be achieved as well, but this would require a 
(minor) upgrade of the radiative transfer code to accommodate such output product, similar to SCOPE 
(Yang et al., 2021). 
 
Priority 9. Assess consistency with other data products, such as land cover, burnt area. 
Feasibility: high 
The users identify the need for consistency with other data products, in particular land cover. Including 
such products as input the algorithm compromises priorities (1) and (5), but the consistency with other 
data products can be included in the science studies included in the project in cycles 2 and 3 (see 
PMP). 
 
Priority 10. Provide forward simulated of SIF 
Feasibility: medium 
The use of a radiative transfer model for the inversion also enables the inclusion of solar-induced 
chlorophyll fluorescence (SIF) as additional output. The technical challenge is that SIF is wavelength 
and geometry (illumination-viewing) dependent. A further user consultation would be needed in the 
second cycle to arrive at a scientifically meaningful product, for example a SIF product for the Sentinel-
5P geometry. 
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